
 

 

Sourcing and Buying manager for H2OFagerholt/H2O sportswear  

 In recent years both our brands have experienced a strong growth and we therefore would like to 
upgrade our effort on the sourcing and purchasing function.  

If you have a passion for the fashion and lifestyle industry and you are experienced with textile 
sourcing and purchasing from a similar position, you might be just the person we need in head of our 
new sourcing and purchasing team at H2OFagerholt and H2O sportswear.  

Together with our design team and the CEO you will play an important role in the expansion of our 
sourcing and purchasing activities across the two brands. 

The person we are looking for must be experienced in development and purchase of products for the 
fashion industry and – from previous jobs in the fashion industry – have a strong network and 
experience with development, negotiation and follow-up at purchasing manager level. You must be 
able to prove that you are capable of building up a sustainable organization and at the same time 
show results and focus on development and quality control of new product groups.  

You will be responsible for sourcing and negotiation with our present suppliers as well as the 
establishment of new and stable partnerships. 

You have a flair for how seasons and annual cycles in the fashion industry are built up and you are 
used to planning your own time and the time of others on a short as well as a long view.  

The conditions of success are a structured approach to the purchasing strategy of the company as 
well as a secured supply chain geared to the ambitions of growth of the company.   

With a key role in the establishment of a new organization it is important that you feel comfortable 
with many different tasks from forecasting, order placement and goods receipt to supplier visits and 
some days you will have to lend a hand to your colleagues. An enterprising mind-set and a good 
“hands-on” mentality will be appreciated. You will have ample opportunity for leaving a mark on your 
own role in a newly created position as Sourcing/Buying Manager with H2OFagerholt/H2O 
sportswear.  

The company offers a workplace with chances of development. We prioritize frankness and honesty 
and above all a dynamic and cheerful workplace with common goals and visions.  

 

The position refers to the CEO and the Creative Manager.  

Place of work:     Pilestræde, Copenhagen K 

Start:    As soon as possible 

Applications to be sent to CEO Christian Trads, cth@h2o-sportswear.com 
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